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Black phosphorus (BP), the most stable allotrope of the phosphorus element, is presently attracting intense research interests as a novel 2D material worldwide. In recent years, BP of a few atomic layers (BP nanosheets, BPs) has been produced by exfoliation techniques,[1](#anie201706228-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} and showed many unique properties such as high mobility, highly anisotropic charge transport, and distinct optical response properties.[1](#anie201706228-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#anie201706228-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} As a result of these unique characteristics, BPs have been regarded as a promising nanomaterial not only in nanoscale electronic and optoelectronic devices, but also in various biomedical applications.[3](#anie201706228-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Typically, BPs with excellent near‐infrared photothermal and photodynamic performances have shown great potential in cancer therapy.[4](#anie201706228-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Combined with their phototherapy abilities, BPs have also been successfully applied as sensitive in vivo photoacoustic imaging agents.[5](#anie201706228-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, ascribed to their atomically thin 2D structure and large surface area, BPs have been proposed as efficient drug delivery platforms,[6](#anie201706228-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and multifunctional theranostic agents in the treatment of cancer.[5](#anie201706228-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#anie201706228-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#anie201706228-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} However, the actual biological effects of few‐layered BPs as nanomaterials are difficult to predict in vivo, and the understanding towards the biological effects of BPs is extremely limited.[8](#anie201706228-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

As an important part of immune system, mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS) plays a crucial role in the clearance of nanomaterials from the circulation upon medical application.[9](#anie201706228-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} The engulfment of nanomaterials in MPS dramatically diminished the delivery of the circulated nanomaterials to target tissues (tumors or pathological organs, etc.). More importantly, when nanomaterials were accumulated in MPS, concentrated macrophages would inevitably initiate immune responses, and provoke various side effects (such as inflammation), which would also hamper therapeutic efficacy of nanomaterials.[10](#anie201706228-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} In recent years, various nanomaterials have been investigated and reported as active foreign particles that can stimulate inflammatory effects when administered to animals or humans.[11](#anie201706228-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Severe or sustained inflammatory responses can lead to diseases due to damages to normal organs or tissues by the stimulated immune cells.[12](#anie201706228-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, the reduction of macrophage uptake of the injected nanomaterials has been regarded as an important strategy to enhance corresponding therapeutic efficacy and reduce the potential toxicity caused by their nonspecific deposition in MPS.[13](#anie201706228-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} As a new biomaterial with great application potential, the inflammatory effects of BPs no doubt deserve detailed investigation. The corresponding strategy to improve their biocompatibility is also highly desired, not only in terms of environmental exposure but also as a mean to reduce the toxicity for biomedical uses.

Here, detailed in vitro and in vivo experiments were performed to investigate the inflammatory effects and biocompatibility of ultrasmall BPs (BPQDs) (named bare BPs) and ultrasmall BPs with titanium sulfonate ligand (TiL~4~) modification (named TiL~4~\@BPs). The bare BPs and TiL~4~\@BPs were synthesized using the strategies reported previously by our group.[4b](#anie201706228-bib-0004b){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#anie201706228-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In short, BPs was synthesized using a liquid exfoliation technique in *N*‐methyl‐2‐pyrrolidone (NMP), then mixed with TiL~4~ in NMP at room temperature for 15 h to produce TiL~4~\@BPs. The morphology of TiL~4~\@BPs was examined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high‐resolution TEM (HR‐TEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). As shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, TiL~4~\@BPs had an average size and height of about 3.3 and 1.5 nm, respectively. The HR‐TEM image shows their lattice fringes of 0.21 nm, corresponding to the (014) plane of the crystal of BPs.[15](#anie201706228-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Such chemical modification did not change the crystal morphology and structure of the BPs.[14](#anie201706228-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} High‐resolution X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HR‐XPS) was performed to assess the chemical quality of bare BPs and TiL~4~\@BPs. As shown in Figure S2a, bare BPs exhibited the P2p~3/2~ and P2p~1/2~ doublet at the 130.1 and 130.9 eV respectively, characteristic of crystalline BPs, and intense oxidized phosphorus sub‐bands were apparent at 134.0 eV as a result of partial oxidation. In contrast, the binding energy of P2p in TiL~4~\@BPs was 132.4 eV, in accordance with the reported value of Ti‐P coordination, and oxidized phosphorus sub‐band was not found. The XPS thus confirmed successful coordination between P and Ti in TiL~4~\@BPs. Furthermore, it was found that the zeta potential changed from −36.5±1.1 mV in bare BPs to +21.1±2.6 mV after TiL~4~ coordination in TiL~4~\@BPs (Figure S3). In addition, TiL~4~\@BPs exhibited higher stability against oxidation and degradation than bare BPs (Figure S4) and the corresponding mechanism has been reported previously.[14](#anie201706228-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

Macrophage, an important component of MPS, is the major cell type responsible for the clearance of nanomaterials from peripheral blood,[9](#anie201706228-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#anie201706228-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and the uptake of the high level of nanomaterials by macrophages has been regarded as the cause of serious side effects.[17](#anie201706228-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Here, to evaluate their cellular uptake potential by macrophages, accumulation and localization of bare BPs and TiL~4~\@BPs within raw 264.7 macrophages were examined by using Raman spectroscopy. As a label‐free intrinsic signature, Raman signal has been proven to be an effective tool for the detection of nanomaterials, and Raman spectroscopy has recently been used to determine the biological uptake of various nanomaterials.[18](#anie201706228-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Because of the high background level of phosphorus in cells, it is difficult to determine intracellular BPs levels by measuring the amount of elemental phosphorus. However, BPs have three characteristic Raman peaks at about 359.5, 436.0, and 463.3 cm^−1^, respectively corresponding to the A^1^ ~g~ B~2g~, and A^2^ ~g~ vibrational modes of P atoms in BP.[4](#anie201706228-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, Raman spectroscopy was performed to examine the cell uptake of BPs in vitro.

As shown in Figure [1](#anie201706228-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a and b, characteristic Raman spectra of the BPs can be apparently isolated from the background signals. Thus, two representative cells were mapped based on the intensity of the Raman peak at 463.3 cm^−1^ to reveal the intracellular localization of bare BPs or TiL~4~\@BPs, and Raman spectra of four typical sites of the cells were given. It was observed that bare BPs predominantly accumulated in the intracellular compartment, while TiL~4~\@BPs showed significantly lower potential to enter the cells. Furthermore, Raman spectra of the center site of 25 randomly selected cells treated with bare BPs or TiL~4~\@BPs were collected, and their average Raman signal intensities at 463.3 cm^−1^ were calculated to determine their cell uptake levels (Figure [1](#anie201706228-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} c). The relative Raman signal intensity of bare BPs group was about six times higher than that of TiL~4~\@BPs group. These findings suggest that macrophages tend to engulf more bare BPs than TiL~4~\@BPs.

![Uptake and accumulation levels of bare BPs and TiL4\@BPs by raw 264.7 cells. a) Localization of bare BPs or TiL4\@BPs (indicated with red arrow) associated with cells after 6 h exposure to 10 μg mL^−1^ of bare BPs or TiL4\@BPs determined using bright‐field microscopy. Red arrow shows the aggregated BPs within or associated cells. b) Raman mapping based on the intensity at 463.3 cm^−1^ of the representative J774A.1 cell treated with bare BPs or TiL4\@BPs at 10 μg mL^−1^ for 24 h. The Raman spectra acquired from 4 different sites are also shown. c) Raman spectra of the center site of 25 randomly selected cells treated with bare BPs or TiL4\@BPs, and their average Raman signal intensities at 463.3 cm^−1^ are calculated to determine their cell uptake levels. \**p*\<0.05.](ANIE-56-14488-g001){#anie201706228-fig-0001}

The cytotoxicity of bare BPs and TiL~4~\@BPs towards macrophage cell lines (J774A.1 and raw 264.7 cells) was examined by using the ATP assay. As shown in Figure [2](#anie201706228-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a, both bare BPs and TiL~4~\@BPs showed no effect on the survival of raw 264.7 cells. While for J774A.1 cells, bare BPs resulted in a significant decrease of ATP content, while TiL~4~\@BPs showed less effect. Lysosome is known to be an important intracellular compartment for nanomaterial accumulation, which implicated in cell energy metabolism, cell death or proinflammation.[19](#anie201706228-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} In the control group, concentrated red dots can be observed within the cytosol, suggesting the presence of cathepsin B within lysosomes (Figure [2](#anie201706228-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b). However, when treated with bare BPs, most cells displayed swelled lysosomes comparing to the control group. In contrast, TiL~4~\@BPs treatment did not induce such morphological changes in lysosomes. To determine whether the cytotoxicity of bare BPs was due to cell uptake, ATP contents of J774A.1 cells treated with bare BPs were measured with or without cytochalasin D (Cyt D), an inhibitor of actin polymerization frequently applied to investigate cell uptake of nanomaterials as an inhibitor of classical phagocytosis.[20](#anie201706228-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} As shown in Figure [2](#anie201706228-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} c, the presence of the inhibitor significantly inhibited the reduction of the ATP content upon bare BPs exposure, demonstrating that the reduction of ATP content of cells is mainly due to the uptake of bare BPs.

![Cytotoxicity of bare BPs and TiL4\@BPs. a) The cytotoxicity of bare BPs and TiL4\@BPs towards raw 264.7 and J774A.1 cells evaluated with ATP assay after 24 h incubation. b) Confocal microscopy images of J774A.1 cells stained with Magic Red to characterize Cathepsin B location after incubation with bare BPs or TiL4\@BPs for 6 h. Cell membrane, nuclear, and lysosomes was stained with PKH67 (green), H33342 (blue), and Magic red (red), respectively, and white arrows indicate the swelled lysosomes. c) ATP content of J774A.1 cells treated with 10 μg mL^−1^ of bare BPs with or without Cyt D at 24 h. d) TNF‐α concentration in the medium after the cells were treated with bare BPs or TiL4\@BPs for 12 h. e) TNF‐α concentration released by raw 264.7 cells were evaluated after 24 h with the presence Cyt D treatment or not. \**p*\<0.05.](ANIE-56-14488-g002){#anie201706228-fig-0002}

The inflammatory effects induced by nanomaterials‐stimulated cytokines is a major concern for their biomedical applications.[21](#anie201706228-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} TNF‐α is among the typical cytokines secreted, and are frequently stimulated during the infection of pathogens or foreign particles.[11](#anie201706228-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Because its ATP content was not affected according to previous experiments, raw 264.7 cells were selected to evaluate the proinflammatory activity of BPs by the assessment of TNF‐α release. As shown in Figure [2](#anie201706228-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} d, the TNF‐α level of the cells treated with TiL~4~\@BPs was much lower (71.9 pg mL^−1^) than that treated with bare BPs (128.4 pg mL^−1^), confirming better biocompatibility of TiL~4~\@BPs. The presence of the inhibitor Cyt D significantly attenuated the promoted TNF‐α upon bare BPs incubation (Figure [2](#anie201706228-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} e). These results together demonstrated that the TiL~4~ modification of BPs results in less cell uptake by macrophages, and thus renders lower cytotoxicity and proinflammation as compared to bare BPs.

Therefore, the possible mechanism of above biological effects of BPs with and without TiL~4~ modification might be due to both the intracellular level and the stability of BPs. On one hand, the negative zeta potential of bare BPs was reversed to a positive potential by the TiL~4~ modification. This alteration may tune the serum protein corona properties of BPs, and influence the cell uptake and corresponding biological effects.[16](#anie201706228-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, BPs undergo accelerated oxidation and degradation,[22](#anie201706228-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#anie201706228-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} and when this process occurs within cells, the generation of O~2~ ^−^ could trigger the production of ROS, cause oxidative stresses, and finally induce cell death or inflammation.[24](#anie201706228-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Comparing with bare BPs, TiL~4~\@BPs had higher stability against oxidation and degradation (Figure S4). Correspondingly, TiL~4~\@BPs may induce lower degree in ROS generation in cells than bare BPs, thus result in the reduced side effects.

To evaluate the potential inflammatory responses of BPs in vivo, mice were intravenously injected with bare BPs, TiL~4~\@BPs, or PBS (solvent control) at 500 μg kg^−1^, then sacrificed at 1, 7, and 28 days for examinations (Figure [3](#anie201706228-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a). At day 1, compared to control group, bare BPs induced a distinct increase of neutrophils from 890 to 2470 cells μL^−1^. In contrast, TiL~4~\@BPs exhibited no significant effect on the neutrophil population. It is known that an increase in the population of neutrophils is recognized as an important acute inflammatory response.[25](#anie201706228-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, a significant reduction in platelets (PLTs) in peripheral blood was observed in the bare BPs group, but not in the TiL~4~\@BPs group. This phenomenon suggested that bare BPs are more toxic to mice than TiL~4~\@BPs. After 7 or 28 days, all of these differences disappeared. These data implicated that bare BPs, rather than TiL~4~\@BPs, acutely stimulated the increase of neutrophils population, which however recovered at a longer time point.

![Peripheral blood cell count and cytokines concentration changes. a) WBCs, RBCs, neutrophils, lymphocytes, and PLTs cell numbers in peripheral blood of mice (*n*=5) sacrificed at 1, 7, and 28 days after administration of bare BPs, TiL~4~\@BPs, or PBS (control). b) Concentrations of cytokines in mice (*n*=5) serum 1 day after i.v. injection of bare BPs, TiL~4~\@BPs, or PBS (control). In serum, the concentrations of 32 cytokines were measured and the significantly increased cytokines were shown. \*versus Ctrl, \**p*\<0.05.](ANIE-56-14488-g003){#anie201706228-fig-0003}

The variation of inflammatory cytokines in vivo was also evaluated in serum collected from the mice treated with above three samples at 1, 7 and 28 days. At day 1, among the 32 cytokines surveyed, TNF‐α, Eotaxin, IL‐6, MCP‐1, KC, MCP‐1β, MIG and VEGF showed a significant increase only in the bare BPs group, confirming a better biocompatibility of TiL~4~\@BPs (Figure [3](#anie201706228-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b). Apoptosis of peripheral neutrophil populations is regulated by TNF‐α,[26](#anie201706228-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} which can increase the half‐life of neutrophils in circulation through inhibiting cell apoptosis. Therefore, the increased TNF‐α level could explain the increased neutrophil population. Correspondingly, the increased concentration of TNF‐α stimulates neutrophils to secrete growth factor (VEGF)[27](#anie201706228-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} as an endothelial cell mitogen,[28](#anie201706228-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} in line with the involvement of neutrophils in the bare BPs‐promoted inflammatory responses. The elevation of serum cytokines was not observed with longer exposures of 7 and 28 days (data not shown), suggesting an acute increase in peripheral cytokines upon a single administration.

It is known that the injection of foreign nanoparticles may cause the alterations in hematopoietic compartment (bone marrow (BM) and spleen, etc.).[29](#anie201706228-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} The injected nanoparticles tend to target BM because of the presence of high numbers of vessels and sinuses which contribute to a slower rate of blood flow and higher surface area, thus facilitate the accumulation of nanoparticles and their interactions with cells.[9](#anie201706228-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Figure [4](#anie201706228-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} a shows a significant decrease in the percentage of mature myeloid cells, as the Gr1^+^/CD11b^+^ percentage declined from 26.1 % in control group to 17.6 % in bare BPs group,[30](#anie201706228-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} while TiL~4~@ BPs showed no significant effect. Therefore, the increased population of peripheral neutrophils induced by bare BPs may also be attributed to the accelerated rate in myeloid cells driven out from BM.

![Alterations in the hematopoiesis compartment and histopathology. a) FACS analysis of the mature myeloid cells in BM after staining with CD11b and Gr1. b) FACS analysis of the F4/80+/CD11b+ monocytes/monocyte in spleen. c) Immunohistochemical staining of lung sections with a rat anti‐mouse CD68 followed by goat anti‐rat Masson\'s trichrome staining after 7 or 28‐day exposure. Original magnification, ×200 (*n*=6). d) Masson\'s trichrome staining of lungs after 28‐day exposure. \**p*\<0.05.](ANIE-56-14488-g004){#anie201706228-fig-0004}

In spleen, F4/80^+^/CD11b^+^ monocytes/monocyte in bare BPs group was 31.4 %, which was much higher than that of control group (15.1 %) and TiL~4~@ BPs group (21.6 %) (Figure [4](#anie201706228-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} b). Spleen is the most important part of MPS, and displays high accumulation of foreign nanoparticles including BPs.[9](#anie201706228-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} After exposure to bare BPs, the accumulation of BPs in spleen can stimulate inflammation and recruit immune cells into this organ. These increased splenic F4/80^+^/CD11b^+^myloid cells upon BPs treatment is consistent with the notion that immune cells such as myeloid cells could be recruited to regions of infection or inflammation to engulf and kill infected pathogens.[29c](#anie201706228-bib-0029c){ref-type="ref"}

No difference can be observed in individual erythroid precursors or progenitors, T cells and B cells for the three groups, indicating there was no effect on the other lineages (Figure S5), and suggesting the treatment of bare BPs predominantly resulted in myeloid linage alteration. These results further revealed the underlying mechanisms of different inflammatory responses observed in bare BPs and TiL~4~\@BPs groups, and bare BPs displayed a higher inflammatory potential than TiL~4~@ BPs. To further evaluate potential tissue alterations, the histology of major organs including heart, liver, lungs, spleen, and kidneys was examined. There were no observable changes in organ index (data not shown). Furthermore, no histopathological alteration can be observed in the bare BPs or TiL~4~\@BPs groups (Figure S6).

CD68 is a surface marker identified predominantly on macrophages and white blood cells, and is frequently applied as a marker for evaluation of inflammation in organs including the proinflammatory effects triggered by foreign nanoparticles. Upon examination of CD68 level in organs, bare BPs resulted in greater accumulation of CD68^+^ cells in lungs after 7‐day and 28‐day treatment, while TiL~4~\@BPs produced almost no obvious increase in CD68^+^ (Figure [4](#anie201706228-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} c). Furthermore, compared with TiL~4~\@BPs group, the increased collagen in the bronchioles can be observed for bare BPs group, confirming that TiL~4~ modification improved the biocompatibility of BPs. Our results were also in line with the notion that the lungs are among the most sensitive target organs upon various exposure routes.[21a](#anie201706228-bib-0021a){ref-type="ref"}

In conclusion, in vitro and in vivo biological effects of BPs with and without TiL~4~ modification have been investigated in detail. In vitro experiments demonstrated that BPs with TiL~4~ modification can escape the cell uptake by macrophages, and further reduce the cytotoxicity and proinflammation. When intravenously injected into mice, bare BPs trigger significant inflammatory responses, including an increase in peripheral neutrophils accompanied by elevation of a group of inflammatory cytokines. In contrast, TiL~4~\@BPs exhibit no such adverse immune responses. The mechanisms of the BPs' inflammatory effects and the improved biocompatibility caused by the TiL~4~ modification have been discussed. The detailed investigation of biological effects of BPs may guide their applications as foreign particles administered to animals or humans. In addition, our findings proposed an efficient strategy to improve the biocompatibility of BPs, and the synthesized TiL~4~\@BPs may have a great potential in biomedical applications.
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